Hydration of simple amides. FTIR spectra of HDO and theoretical studies.
The hydration of formamide (F), N-methylformamide (NMF), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), acetamide (A), N-methylacetamide (NMA), and N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) has been studied in aqueous solutions by means of FTIR spectra of HDO isotopically diluted in H2O. The difference spectra procedure has been applied to remove the contribution of bulk water and thus to separate the spectra of solute-affected HDO. To facilitate the interpretation of obtained spectral results, DFT calculations of aqueous amide clusters were performed. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for the cis and trans forms of NMA was also carried out for the SPC model of water. Infrared spectra reveal that only two to three water molecules from the surrounding of the amides are statistically affected, from among ca. 30 molecules present in the first hydration sphere. The structural-energetic characteristic of these solute-affected water molecules differs only slightly from that in the bulk and corresponds to the clathrate-like hydrogen-bonded cage typical for hydrophobic hydration, with the possible exception of F. MD simulations confirm such organization of water molecules in the first hydration sphere of NMA and indicate a practical lack of orientation and energetic effects beyond this sphere. The geometry of hydrogen-bonded water molecules in the first hydration sphere is very similar to that in the bulk phase, but MD simulations have affirmed subtle differences recognized by the spectral method and enabled their understanding. The spectral data and simulations results are highly compatible. In the case of F, NMF, and A, there is a visible spectral effect of water interactions with N-H groups, which have destabilizing influence on the amides hydration shell. There is no spectral sign of such interaction for NMA as the solute. The energetic stability of water H-bonds in the amide hydration sphere and in the bulk fulfills the order: NMA > DMA > A > NMF > bulk > DMF > F. Microscopic parameters of water organization around the amides obtained from the spectra, which have been used in the hydration model based on volumetric data, confirm the more hydrophobic character of the first three amides in this sequence. The increased stability of the hydration sphere of NMA relative to DMA and of NMF relative to DMF seems to have its origin in different geometries, and so the stability, of water cages containing the amides.